
Gaspard Ulliel and Virginie Efira in Sibyl, directed by Justine Triet (image courtesy Music Box Films)A man falls in love with a woman whose car has been stolen by rebel nudists. A woman obsesses over her therapy
patient, whoâ€™s obsessed with a man in love with another woman, who happens to direct the film they both star in. A woman falls in love with a younger man who turns out to be a ghost.Romantic comedies have been
on the decline for a number of years in the United States, but in their absence a steady stream of French films â€” high on nudity, low on weddings â€” presents a duly droll alternative, especially at a time when felicity is in
desperately short supply. Three recent French dramedies â€”Justine Trietâ€™s Sibyl, Erwan Le Ducâ€™s The Bare Necessity (La Perdrix), and StÃ©phane Batutâ€™s Burning Ghost (Vif-Argent) â€” boast their own
individual je ne sais quoi, less in spite than because of their wacky storylines.Dubbed an â€œunhinged melodramaâ€• by the New York Times, Sibyl is perhaps more properly enjoyed as a semi-farcical triangle amoureux.
Take it seriously at your own peril, or delight in its implausibility. Sibyl (Virginie Efira), a therapist and former novelist, counsels a panicked, pregnant actress named Margot (AdÃ¨le Exarchopoulos) to escape the tedium of
domestic life and a decade of sobriety. Sibyl shamelessly records their sessions to integrate, sometimes word for word, the dialogue and plot into her new novel. Meanwhile, Margot stars in a maudlin movie-in-progress
with her lover â€” a caddish manchild named Igor (Gaspard Ulliel) â€” who is inconveniently coupled to the filmâ€™s director, a prickly German named Mika (Sandra HÃ¼ller).Sibyl inhales Margotâ€™s torment like a
freshly lit Gauloises cigarette, going so far as to join her on set in Greece, where she agrees to be a go-between for Igor and Margot, only to capitulate to his charms for a late-night tryst on the black Stromboli sand.
(â€œHowâ€™s the sex?â€• Sibyl asks Margot of Igor months earlier in session, evidently taking notes.) â€œMy life is a fiction,â€• Sibyl shares in voiceover late in the film, gazing at her bearded husband in a restaurant
while her daughters amuse themselves at a table of their own. â€œI can rewrite it however I like. I can do anything, change anything, create anything.â€• No attitude could be further from todayâ€™s collective zeitgeist,
and itâ€™s a blessing to escape its reaches.ThimotÃ©e Robart and Judith Chemla in Burning Ghost, directed by StÃ©phane Batut (image courtesy Les Films du Losange)A cross between Wings of Desire and The Good
Place, Burning Ghost wears its heart on its ethereal sleeve. In the first scene, a young man (ThimotÃ©e Robart) awakens aside a moonlit lake, then stumbles down a leafy hill onto the tracks of the metro. â€œIâ€™m not
sure whatâ€™s happening,â€• he tells the man (Djolof Mbengue) who runs a tiny tailoring business next to the rails. In the next scene, the amnesiac â€” who recalls that his name is Juste â€” is interviewed by a prim
psychologist about his memories of the past. â€œI was fine before,â€• he laments. â€œI was like anybody else.â€• What slowly becomes clear is that anybody who dies visits one last earthly memory before being
escorted to the afterlife. Juste, in purgatory wearing a black sequin jacket, is one such escort, and makes quite a companion to the wild cadre of newly dead Parisians. Things get (even more) complicated when he
encounters Agathe (Judith Chemla) on the light rail; sheâ€™s convinced theyâ€™ve met before and â€”Â voila!Â â€” a grand romance.Whereas Sibyl occasionally attempts some emotional heavy lifting (often to the
sound of repeatedly struck single piano keys), and Burning Ghost tends toward supernatural sincerity, The Bare Necessity parades its weirdness through the town squareâ€”not least because a major plot point is the rise
of â€œradical nudistsâ€• within the Vosges forest.Rejecting clothing as the last vestige of materialism, this renegade of granola guerrillas will literally tear the shirt off your back â€” even off that of the local villageâ€™s
police captain, a thin, laconic man named Pierre Perdrix (Swann Arlaud). Marooned with his eccentric family, headed by matriarch ThÃ©rÃ¨se (played by grande dame Fanny Ardant), Pierre buries his own desires for the
sake of the whole â€” until an even more eccentric woman named Juliette (Maud Wyler) makes that impossible. When she is car-jacked by a naked stranger, the moody Juliette crashes with the Perdrix family under the
pretense of waiting for stolen notebooks in her car to be found. For the first half of the movie, she scoffs at the prospect of human connection, impassive to the glances of Pierre and his awkward cop charms. By the end,
the nomadic femme is still scoffing, but settled with a newly confident Pierre. The nudists remain at large.Still from The Bare Necessity, directed by Erwan Le Duc (image courtesy Pyramide Distribution)Despite their
far-fetched narratives, this trio of films generously offer some very believable sex scenes. In The Bare Necessity, the 70-something widow, ThÃ©rÃ¨se, beds the local menfolk with breezy nonchalance. â€œI was robbed
of the man I loved,â€• she tells a nonplussed Juliette, â€œso I decided to have them all.â€• In Sibyl, our troubled heroine flashes back to a series of throw-downs with an ex â€” on a floor rug, against a wall, and on the
counter of a sink in a swank ladies restroom. â€œI donâ€™t love you,â€• she taunts before hiking up her panties, an ashtray smoking behind her. Itâ€™s breathy and sweaty and, quite reasonably, rushed. In Batutâ€™s
feature, even sex with a spirit seems pretty darn real (as compared to when Patrick Swayze unchained Demi Mooreâ€™s melody in 1990â€™s Ghost).In the face of an impending presidential election, rising COVID
numbers, and a nation generally fraught by socioeconomic and environmental strife, it might seem a bit, well, gauche at present to whimsify oneâ€™s viewing diet. For those with the appetite, thereâ€™s hardly a dearth
of heavier French fare to stream, including Divines, Les Miserables, and, yes, the controversial Cuties. But no Francophile can live on ragout alone. Burning Ghost, Sibyl, and The Bare Necessity are each the cinematic
equivalent of a soufflÃ© with soul. In what we can expect to be a most foreboding American autumn, itâ€™s time to fetch a spoon.Sibyl, Burning Ghost, and The Bare Necessity are available on Amazon and other
streaming services.  The Silence by Don DeLillo (Scribner, 2020)Surging forth at full throttle before settling down to seated stillness,Â The Silence, the new novel by Don DeLillo (Scribner, 2020), is a dark and luminous,
amusing and devastating theater of systemic shocks and confluent paradoxes.Itâ€™s a reflection of ourselves in a prism of today, refracted into a future soon to come, while its gravities, conveyed in semantic
entrancements and short-circuited modes of entertainment, bear down as heavily as the circumstances now visited upon us. Itâ€™s also a stark portrayal of the precarious confusion that can be stirred up when things go
down.And much does go down in this book, from a turbulent crash landing that might indicate many another, to a grave instant of widespread blip-glitch-ness at the downing of a grid. This is all quite exasperating,
frightening, alarming. None of it is ever quite explained. In a sense, this might be the point. Itâ€™sÂ unnervingÂ enough when our modes of communication or entertainment are inoperative or even momentarily
inaccessible.Natural disasters happen, predicted or not. Accidents happen. Street repairs go awry. The structures that constitute, protect and underlie our public utilities are hardly foolproof, and far from unassailable. A
patent feature of so much infrastructure is its naked exposure to attack.And as weâ€™ve learned, an encounter between a bird and a turbine can bring down a plane.We live with an awareness of many risk factors.
Events of the past year have made us aware of many more. A winter storm is forecast. The winter storm hits. Winds whip and temperatures plummet. The internet goes down. The power goes down.The suffering,
however great, is collective, or at least explicable. The inconvenience is temporary, right?Thereâ€™s the crux. If itâ€™s mere inconvenience, weâ€™re already lucky enough. If weâ€™re also aware of its source and
scope, we are very lucky indeed. But truly catastrophic events, or events without antecedent or explanation, can leave us shattered.Itâ€™s this very human sensibility, this fragility that DeLillo examines with great subtlety
and concision inÂ this slender and deftly hewn book. He does this by way of probing our hunger for information, our shifted mechanisms of perception and memory, our dependency on technologies and addiction to
entertainment.Most crucially, he grasps how this all ruptures the flow and efficacy of even our most basic modes of communication to the point where we have difficulty knowing where to look, or what to look at, when we
question ourselves or others â€” and even whom to ask.Don DeLillo (photo by Joyce Ravid, image courtesy Scribner Book Company)Such themes might be considered characteristic of DeLillo. Readers of his books,
especially those who have also read his plays, will recognize how The Silence unravels these thoughts most incisively through extensive dialogue and de facto monologues. Itâ€™s not that the characters engage in
conversations about the ideas. Itâ€™s that the ideas determine the tenor, receptivity, and shape of the things the characters say.Sources of information and forms of entertainment are re-channeled. Thoughts become
destabilized as their thinkers seek stability by echoing the thoughts of others, or in voicing their own through them. Others listen distractedly or merely hear at angles. Communication is triangulated, indirect.On a return trip
to New York from Paris at the storyâ€™s outset â€” in the year 2022, Super Bowl Sunday â€” insurance claims adjuster Jim Kripps, seated next to his wife, poet and editor Tessa Berens, is so mesmerized by the small
screen before him that much of what he says to her is a redirecting of the information it conveys: times of day, altitudes, speeds, temperatures. Tessa listens halfway while writing in her journal, gathering recollections of
the trip they just took. They have less of a conversation with one another than a disjointed exchange that seems to hover in the air between them:â€œFilling time. Thereâ€™s also that.â€•â€œFilling time. Being boring.
Living life.â€•â€œOkay. TempÃ©rature extÃ©rieure minus fifty-seven F,â€• he said. â€œIâ€™m doing my best to pronounce elementary French. Distance to destination one thousand five hundred seventy-eight miles.
We should have contacted the car service.â€•â€œWeâ€™ll jump in a taxi.â€•Talking alongside one another while processing thoughts individually, they both also attempt to remember things they know they know and
would like to access without digital intermediaries. Tessa dislodges a name, giving way to a keen observation on the curious nature of remembering as it is physically manifested:â€œCame out of nowhere.
Anders.â€•â€œAnders.â€•â€œThe first name of Mr. Celsius.â€•â€œAnders,â€• he said.â€œAnders Celsius.â€•She found this satisfying. Came out of nowhere. There is almost nothing left of nowhere. When a missing
fact emerges without digital assistance, each person announces it to the other while looking off into a remote distance, the otherworld of what was known and lost.They carry on with their â€œremarks generated by the
nature of airline travel itselfâ€• until they no longer can, as one of the more frightening aspects of airline travel becomes very real. The pace of the prose kicks up apace the turbulence, and tensions rise high.The
catastrophe at hand? World War III, no less. Perhaps. Again, no one really gets to know.And itâ€™s from here that the rest of story unfolds, set mostly in a Manhattan apartment where five people have gathered to watch
Super Bowl LVI. The gatherers include retired physics professor Diane Lucas, her husband Max Stenner, her former student Martin Dekker, and eventually Tessa and Jim.But their gathering will be of a very different, far
less festive sort, since the same catastrophe that has half-disastrously brought down at least one airplane has also knocked out power grids and darkened all screens. It seems not even lingering charges on batteries can
keep devices operative or lit.So people stare at and question blank screens. They shake and curse at phones. And our five main characters end up gathering together in a captivatingly discursive, rather physically inert,
generally anxious, occasionally hilarious, overall rivetingly theatrical scenario of default sheltering-in-place.Such is the milieu through which DeLillo conducts an elegant, scrupulous analysis of the fluidities, aberrations,
elisions, elusions, idiomatic charms, and passing if not passive poetics that find 
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